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Retirement.

What is the reality? 



The research 

We spoke with over 2,000 retirees* and asked them 3 simple questions 
about their retirement: 

1. What are you enjoying? 

2. What are you not enjoying? 

3. What has surprised you?  



The Good



What are the good bits?

“Playing in a band”

“Going back to bed with a cup of tea”

“Playing piano and coffee instead of traffic jams

“Time to do what I want, when I want”

“Delight of marriage”



The Top 10 

1. No deadlines (25%)

2. Freedom (12%)

3. Hobbies (12%)

4. Grandkids / Family (9%)

5. Travel / visiting new places (6%)

6. Not working (4%)

7. Jobs around the home / garden (3%)

8. Holidays (3%)

9. Time with friends (3%)

10. No / less stress (3%)



The Bad



What are the bad bits?

“Babysitting”

“Lack of purpose”

“Seeing my mother in the mirror”

“Wife finding me jobs”

“Losing my nearest and dearest”



The Top 10 

1. Financial worries (14%)

2. Getting older (11%)

3. Declining health / health worries (9%)

4. Missing work colleagues (8%)

5. Nothing - I enjoy everything! (7%)

6. Loneliness (6%)

7. Not enough time / time passing too quickly (5%)

8. Losing friends, loved ones and relatives (4%)

9. Aches and pains (4%)

10.The Weather (3%)



The Unexpected



What are the surprising bits?

“How many toilet rolls we use”

“Length of retirement compared  with our parent’s”

“Every day is a holiday”

“As I get older people seem kinder”

“Time passes by quicker than expected”



The Top 10 Surprises 

1. How quickly time flies (23%)

2. How did I fit work in / no time to be bored (23%)

3. How much I enjoy it (4%)

4. I'm better off than expected / when I worked etc. (4%)

5. How difficult it is to manage financially (3%)

6. So many activities & opportunities (3%)

7. Freedom to do what I want and when (3%)

8. More leisure time (2%)

9. I'm still alive (2%)

10.How nice people are / the value of friends (2%)



The “So What”

▪ Retirement defies a label

▪ Retirees defy a label

▪ Vulnerability defies label
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